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Lecture overview

In this lecture, we looked at the negative result on it being impossible to have
a universally composable commitment protocol without relying on ideal functionalities, such as the FRO or FCRS (common reference string) we saw in
past lectures, for simulator committed message extraction. This is achieved
by showing that for any such protocol, we can always find an environment/distinguisher that can differentiate between the ideal and real world for the
protocol. In addition, an exercise was given to help the students familiarize
themselves with proving impossibility results.
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Commitment impossibility result

The commitment impossibility result was given by Canetti and Fischlin in [1].
The theorem stated is provided as follows:
Theorem 1. There exist no bilateral, terminating protocol π that securely
realizes functionality FCOM in the plain model. This holds even if the idealmodel adversary S is allowed to depend on the environment Z.
To prove the impossibility result, the first step is to assume that such a
protocol exists, and then show that either
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• we can come up with an environment that can always distinguish between the ideal and real world for the protocol, or
• there is a contradiction based on the assumption.
For this impossibility result, we will prove by showing that such a distinguishing environment exists. Before looking into the full proof, we will
first consider a simpler scenario - the sender-corrupt case, which will be the
building block to the full proof.

2.1

Building block - the sender-corrupt case

Consider the ideal world of the sender-corrupt case for the protocol π. The
environment ZS selects a random bit b, and then runs the sender-part of
the protocol (πs ) within ZS to commit b following π. As we are in the ideal
world, the sender simulator SimS receives messages from ZS , and generates
any honest receiver protocol messages back to ZS to provide the view as if
ZS is in the real world. As π is a UC commitment protocol, we have SimS
will at some point commit a bit b′ to FCOM where b = b′ .

2.2

Full proof

We now utilize the building block to construct the distinguishing environment. Consider the receiver-corrupt case for protocol π. The environment
ZR randomly samples a bit b and requests the honest sender to commit b.
However, note that ZR NEVER requests the honest sender to decommit b.
ZR also simulates (run in a sandbox ) the whole building block scenario inside
ZR , where the sole difference is that instead of ZS picking b and running πs
directly within, ZR now just forwards the messages returned by the dummy
adversary (which is either generated by the honest sender following πs , or by
SimR to provide the view as if ZR is in the real world) to ZS (and in turn
to SimS in the sandbox), and use the SimS generated messages (mimicking
honest receiver messages) as the messages supplied to the dummy adversary,
which are then either supplied to SimR in the ideal world or directly to the
honest sender in the real world. ZR then gives its guess based on the committed bit b′ by SimS inside the sandbox, where ZR guesses it is in the real
world if b′ = b.
Observe that in this case, ZR is a valid distinguishing environment that
distinguishes between the ideal and real world for the receiver-corrupt case.
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FOneWay
On input (m) from Alice:
Send m to Bob
Figure 1: One way channel ideal functionality.
FTwoWay
On input (m) from Alice:
Send m to Bob
On input (m) from Bob:
Send m to Alice
Figure 2: Two way channel ideal functionality.
This is because, in the real world, SimS will be acting on real protocol π
messages and will successfully extract the committed bit b. However, in the
ideal world, as no information regarding b is ever disclosed to SimR (and
in turn to SimS , as b was never decommitted), we have b′ outputted by
SimS in the ideal world must be statistically independent of b. We thus have
a distinguishing environment that can always distinguish between the ideal
and real world for arbitrary such assumed protocol π.
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Exercise

The in-class exercise for this lecture is to show the following:
Show that FT woW ay is stronger than FOneW ay .
To do this, effectively one will need to show that for any protocol π that
realizes FT woW ay with FOneW ay , we can always find an environment that
distinguishes between the ideal world and the real world for π.
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